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(back to summary) 
  

DECEMBER 2014 CLIENT REVIEWS  
 
(82) Review e-mail from client 1/1/15: (Quoted in full): 

"Hi Julia, Warm wishes for 2015. Before coming to you I had never 
experienced a colonic so had no expectations but I have been so 
impressed by the experience and definitely had noticed the difference in 
my well being, bowel movements and generally feel so much better. 
Thank you. See you soon. Regards," Barbara, first visit June 2014 - 
multiple visits ongoing client 

 

(81) Review e-mail from client 12/12/14: (Quoted in full): 

"Hi Julia, Thank you for the email. I will keep these (colonics) in mind. I 
think I might consider further treatment again next year sometime. I'm 
just a little busy at present with Xmas and house hunting. Hopefully 
things will settle down in 2015.  

I definitely felt the benefits from the session that I had. C*******e also 
feels the same way. Have a great Xmas and New Year". H****h ; 
visited Sept 2014; e mail comments Dec 2014 

 

(80) Client Review (Quoted in full): 

 “I already have 2 sections (sessions). I have had a long time 
constipation and it takes time to get over it, but by doing the colonics 
and do Julia's recommendation, my situation is getting better and I feel 
more ease and comfort. Julia is very kind and in full control of process, 
so you shouldn't be worry about anything! The place is very tidy and 
give you confidence to let it go. The only problem is you should fill the 
forms and details information about yourself at beginning that 
although it is necessary but very time consuming!” Behi13, visited Nov 
& Dec 2014, reviewed Dec 2014 
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(79) Client Review (Quoted in full) 

 “As a man deciding to undertake his first colonic, I was understandably 
somewhat nervous however, Julia was welcoming and immediately put 
me at ease from my first contact with her. 

One of the best thing about WLC, it is small and private no worry 
about being embarrassed sitting around in a waiting room, so if you are 
thinking about taking your first colonic then I would highly recommend 
WLC for this reason and also that Julia puts you a ease from the 
moment you walk through the door. 

She is very informative all the way through the treatment by explaining 
everything and answering my questions”.RogerD, visited Nov 2014, 
reviewed Dec 2014 

 

(78) Client Review (Quoted in full): 

 “My first colonic was a better experience than I expected.  Julia is very 
kind, calm and supportive.  The abdominal massage was fantastic. 

The hydrotherapy was just a little bit uncomfortable when she put the 
tube in. I felt weird only a little and I give credit to Julia for making me 
comfortable by explaining everything and answering my questions. I 
liked that it was only me there, no waiting with others and after I could 
use the en-suite toilet. 

I didn't feel embarrassed at all.  Overall the experience was ok, 
although I was surprised that nothing much came out. I didn't know I 
have to do it at least 3 times to have the first results. It was only my 
ignorance, but this was my only disappointment.  Also Julia is very 
flexible. I have a crazy lifestyle and she was open to be flexible with 
scheduling. And I also cancelled my first appointment on a very short 
notice and she was very understanding and flexible. 

I recommend this clinic to anyone who wants to do colonic”. SzilviaT, 
visited Nov 2014, reviewed Dec 2014 
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